
Lesson 6 Notes 

EVALUATEEVALUATEEVALUATE    What was the main idea of this section? 

 

—————————————————————————————— 

______________________________________________________ 

(Write a complete sentence for your main idea) 

A.  Ready For War? 

MONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFY   Write details to support the main idea you 

wrote for this section.  (notes) 

 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

INFERINFERINFER   

What happened to American soldiers in the early years of the Revolution?What happened to American soldiers in the early years of the Revolution?What happened to American soldiers in the early years of the Revolution?

(((PQA)  PQA)  PQA)     

                                                         



Lesson 6 Notes 

EVALUATEEVALUATEEVALUATE    What was the main idea of this section? 

 

—————————————————————————————— 

______________________________________________________ 

(Write a complete sentence for your main idea) 

B.  Strenghts and Weaknesses 

MONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFY   Write details to support the main idea you 

wrote for this section.  (notes) 

 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

INFERINFERINFER   

What was the difference in training between Patriot soldiers and British sol-What was the difference in training between Patriot soldiers and British sol-What was the difference in training between Patriot soldiers and British sol-

diers?(diers?(diers?(PQA)  PQA)  PQA)     

                                                         



Lesson 6 Notes 

EVALUATEEVALUATEEVALUATE    What was the main idea of this section? 

 

—————————————————————————————— 

______________________________________________________ 

(Write a complete sentence for your main idea) 

C.  Supporting the War 

MONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFY   Write details to support the main idea you 

wrote for this section.  (notes) 

 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

INFERINFERINFER   

How did the Revolution change the roles of colonial women? How did the Revolution change the roles of colonial women? How did the Revolution change the roles of colonial women? PQA)  PQA)  PQA)     

                                                         



Lesson 6 Notes 

EVALUATEEVALUATEEVALUATE    What was the main idea of this section? 

 

—————————————————————————————— 

______________________________________________________ 

(Write a complete sentence for your main idea) 

D.  Wartime Shortages? 

MONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFYMONITOR and CLARIFY   Write details to support the main idea you 

wrote for this section.  (notes) 

 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

 

INFERINFERINFER   

How did profiteering hurt Americans? (How did profiteering hurt Americans? (How did profiteering hurt Americans? (PQA)  PQA)  PQA)     

                                                         


